
Message To Mankind  
29 October 2023 
 
The Committee offers a message to humans aboard Earth. 
 
“We speak in the final days of your month of October of human timeline segment two thousand 
twenty three with observations and comments, and recommendations for thought. Thought is 
action, or the brain or the body often both but always in order; thought always initiates action. 
 
Care for and over thoughts is more important than care for actions, even though Earth surface 
life does not reveal this, but rather covers it over. Rip back the covers you may, and see this 
clearly. 
 
The creation of Thought Police we suggest not, for two reasons; this function already exists and 
formalization of such enforcement process has been tried many a time, always ending in abject 
failure.  
 
For most humans, winter awaits you just round the corner, but for other humans, summer will 
soon be upon you. The change of seasons is known, predictable and expected and shall unfold 
as scheduled but will offer surprises. We mean unexpected events, occurrences we shall not 
explain but when the events happen, they shall send many an observer, including self-
proclaimed analysts, running to unpack causes and meanings. Much of this speculation will not 
be accurate; if we explain now, doing so would serve to confuse, even for a few readers, to 
undermine the meaning taken from observations. 
 
Natural events, geological, climatological, atmospheric and aquatic, continue to occur as part of 
The Shift. The pattern is not set to emerge for many months and will only become clear for a 
majority among humans after what can be described as years, have passed. You who read these 
words for the first time or have only done so on a few occasions recently, will still see events as 
isolated, possibly random or freak incidents. Too many humans will leap to explain the cause as 
global warming, which as we have explained, does not exist. Other readers more and/or longer 
familiar with our offerings will sooner, much sooner even, perceive the pattern. 
 
As we have mentioned before, humans’ populations will decrease on Earth, a process already 
underway. The overall number of incarnated souls can and will increase simultaneously along 
with pockets of shrink developing across regions and sovereign nations within. The falling 
numbers in certain places are initial steps leading towards the overall trend downwards. 
 
To the skeptic, we shall simply cite human population growth of the recent half century or so; 
from three to eight billion required just six decades, from one to three billion sixteen decades 
passed before that. If this change is extrapolated, easily modeled with simple calculus, the rate 
of eight decades per billion which became a dozen years per billion, suggests the next decade, 
from this year until two thousand thirty-three, could have two or three billion more join Earth.  
 
As can be seen clearly, mankind would come under great pressure to have populations grow by 
one third over the next decade. How long shall a decade be? All of you reading these words 
recall human year two thousand thirteen and what has been your life since and until now. 
 



We trust you see the apparent rate, pace or rhythm of changes based on the past, recent or 
distant, cannot be sustained.       
 
We turn to fascist totalitarian political systems, well developed in both design and 
implementation by humans. Common elements including school indoctrination, political use of 
law enforcement, selective enforcement and ignorance of criminal laws, widespread distrust of 
elections, press control from without and the disarmament of populations. Such things now 
occur or are strongly suggested in places where these effects did not exist even recently, or long 
ago. 
 
These are parts & pieces of The Shift.  
 
Human societies are not ending but evolving. Expulsion of tainted, rotten or irritating food from 
the stomach is often slow, but always offers relief when it happens. The evolution of mankind 
brings along with it social indigestion.  
 
Debates over gender can be settled with two simple questions, does the human possess ovaries 
or a prostate? No human has ever existed with both, yet this basic, well-understood fact of 
anatomy is ignored when the gender choice discussion arises. 
 
Naturally gun violence is bad, but it is properly labeled human violence. The act is not the tool; 
to decry that human-on-human violence can be improved or solved in any way by addressing 
tools, is a slick and dirty trick used by operatives more interested in maintaining control over 
taxpayer serfs in order to sustain personal political authority and personal accumulation of 
wealth.  
 
Desperate attempts to change language abound. Guns are not confiscated; they are subject to a 
buyback. The confiscators never sold them in the first instance, so the item cannot be bought 
back but dropping a few rubles into the hands of the loser is designed to make the process 
sound like something other than what occurs.  
 
Common is it to repeat living conditions as open air prisons. This is intentionally wrong and 
designed to manipulate; disagreement is expected because the meaningless phrase sets up the 
listener to disagree, making the listener a target for accusations of badness or evil. Residents of 
areas so deemed are not imprisoned; they may leave at will. Such departees are unlikely to 
replicate their life elsewhere or as quickly as preferred, but free to go they always are.  
 
What true prison, where voluntary residents do not exist or at-will departure is most certainly 
not permitted, has no air? Has discussion of a penitentiary ever referred to a closed-air prison? 
This brief example illustrates but one small incidence of greater sweeping attempts to 
manipulate through re-labeling with inaccurate and intentionally wrong words.  
 
The phase of modern life around Planet Earth where material change to general trends and 
effects was possible through social or political mechanisms, now rapidly draws to a close. 
 
The phase where life shall shift, jump to new tracks but in some cases run off the tracks for a 
time, is upon all of you. Now your reaction chosen is more important than ever, even essential 
to your personal well-being. 
 



Starting as soon as you can, re-think every significant item offered in popular media and the 
press, to be examined through the following lens: there exist at least three sides & versions of 
every story. In the most ideal of circumstances, which are uncommon, the third version will bear 
approximate accuracy to events and also be a fair blend of the other two versions. 
 
In practice however, four, five and more versions can be offered but no blended combination 
will reveal the truth, as if video and audio could be replayed of the entire thing, from at least 
four angles. 
 
In Heaven, your true home, this is quite easy. Deception and manipulation are non-existent; the 
plain view of what happens to, with and regarding everything is available to any observer, 
including thoughts and communication of them. 
 
For you humans, as events, occurrences, incidents and news of them continue to unfold, we 
recommend you all fast forward through anything offered as news to any group of people, to 
see what conclusion is given. 
 
If no conclusion is obvious, seek another source if you would like; search for the conclusion that 
other source wishes you make. If the topic is not interesting enough for you to do this, set it 
aside mentally; give it no more attention. This insulates you from manipulation and also reduces 
the mental energy of what has happened, making it that much smaller versus larger.  
 
Too much of what you are told has what human Americans call an agenda, an objective of 
certain ideology the storyteller wants to impose but achieves by voluntary, often deceitful 
agreement. Do not deliver your assent easily, or at all.  
 
Treat your opinion of any matter as highly valuable, for it is. Make the people offering a story 
earn your agreement or disagreement; make them pay you with good information, honesty and 
integrity before you contribute or donate the most valuable thing you possess, the energy of 
your mind and soul.      
 
Be well, one and all. Do return.   


